Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ..................... #TG-Early-3-B or I
An early Lehigh County style triggerguard, after those used by Neihart, Rupp, Kuntz, and the early Allentown-Bethlehem makers. The bow swells to become wide at the center, and the ends have distinctly chamfered flats, reflecting the barrel's octagon theme.
#TG-Early-3-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Early-3-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $25.99

Triggerguard, sand cast brass................................#TG-MA-143-B or S
This triggerguard features chamfered flat ends, an inset panel in the bow with 'V' chevron styling. The front boss for a swivel has been distorted and elongated to form an angular column. Used on rifles made in Reading, Berks County, and Philadelphia, this guard is a copy of an original antique by Wolfgang Haga, an early master longrifle maker.
#TG-MA-143-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50
#TG-MA-143-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $17.99

To order by telephone, call 763-633-2500
Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Central Time Zone

Our fax machine will answer 24 hours a day. Nervous about security? Send a fax order! (Our online order-form is very secure).
fax: 763-633-2550